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The manufacturing of textile decorations for the hospitality and event industry has traditionally 
relied on:

- Long-distance sourcing, which concerns very standardised products, large production batches, 
lengthy delivery times and East Asian pricing efficiency; and

- Proximity sourcing, characterised by extensive creativity, customised products, no 
minimum-order quantities, quick deliveries, small workshops close to the end user, and in which 
pricing efficiency is not a cardinal issue. 

Evento Textiles was established in 2009 in Antalya, Turkey. Its capital has roots in the Netherlands, 
Turkey, Spain and Taiwan. The company’s mission has always been to explore creativity and to 
offer new trends and top-quality products by combining its strengths as a supplier of 
proximity-sourced products with the efficiency of the Turkish textile industry.

Evento Textiles has a branch in Amsterdam, the Netherlands to facilitate imports and rapid 
distribution logistics in Europe. The production facilities in Antalya are Oekotex certificated. 
Our products are designed and finished with easy-care materials to minimise creasing and are 
available in a wide variety of fabrics and colours, including flame-retardant options.
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LORIENT

PRIME-FITCHAIR COVERSCHAIR

Front corner pleats - different colour. Full back centre 
pleat- different colour.

TOULON
Front corner pleats - different colour. Full back centre pleat 
- different colour. Fixed butterfly tie - different colour.

REMILLY
Front corner pleats. Full back centre pleat. Seat & back-
rest piping - different colour. Buttons - different colour.

GRENOBLE
Front corner pleats. Back centre bottom pleat. Coloured 
border at bottom.

MAURICE
Boxpleat skirting.

EPAIN
Front corner pleats. Seat & tie piping - different colour. 
Back centre bottom pleat. Back centre vertical tie

COVERS

Nothing is more exclusive than creating your own chair cover in an affordable way. Evento offers 
you tailor made chair covers; designed and fitted precisely according to your requirements. Through 
innovative and outstanding designs, we target to create additional value and a unique atmosphere 
for your events. 

Thanks to our wide range of colours and fabrics, we are able to meet all your wishes. 

Evento stands out in the market with continuous creations of new designs and the supply of various 
types of fabrics.
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ADILLY

CHAIR COVERS

Front corner pleats. Back centre bottom pleat. Backrest 
band - different colour.

GAUDIN
Centre bottom pleat on 4 sides.

EVRAN
Front corner pleats. Back reversed corner pleats.

VIMY
Front corner pleats. Plain back.

NOVARA
Front corner pleats. Back centre bottom pleat. Side ties.

GENEVE
Front centered pleat - different colour. Full back centre 
pleat - different colour. Button.

PRIME-FITCHAIR COVERS PRIME-FIT
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PRIME-FITCHAIR COVERS

ALEXIA

CHAIR COVERS

Front corner pleats. Back centre bottom pleat.
CAYENNE

Front corner pleats - different colour. Back corner 
pleats - different colour.

CHELY
Front corner pleats. Full back centre pleat. Velcro knots - 
different colour.

TERVILLE
Front corner pleats. Seat & back-rest piping - different 
colour. Full back centre pleat. cross ties - different colour.

BALLAN
Front centered pleat - different colour. Double back centre 
pleats - different colour.

SONZAY
Wave skirting. Coloured piping at bottom.

PRIME-FIT
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CHAIR COVERS STRETCH-FIT

MYSTERY

CHAIR COVERS

Plain.
ARZON

Seat & back-rest piping - different colour.

ARMEL
Top, seat & back-rest piping - different colour.

BELABIE
Vertical piping on full back - different colour.

FRANGY
Accordion pleats on backrest.

ROMAN
Fixed butterfly tie.

STRETCH-FIT
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       Design your own chair cover – perfectly fitted to your chair.

 1)   Please mark the chair which comes closest to your model.
 2)  Supply detailed measurements as requested below the drawing.
 3)  Send clear pictures of your chair from the front – side – back.
 4)  Select the requested design from page 7-14.
 5)  Select the requested fabric & colour(s) from our shade cards.
 6)  Mention requested quantity in order to provide best possible prices.

Type no: 

 A)  Width of the back rest from top.............................................................................................................cm

 B) Width of the back rest from bottom....................................................................................................cm

 C) Height of the back rest...................................................................................................................................cm

 D) Width of the seating area............................................................................................................................cm

 E) Depth of the seating area..............................................................................................................................cm

 F)  Height from seating area to floor..........................................................................................................cm

Type no. 1 Type no. 2 Type no. 3 Type no. 4

PRODUCT  MANUAL
CHAIR COVERS

CHAMBERY

CHAIR COVERS

Wave skirting.
ROCHELLE
Accordion skirting.

ORLEANS
Backrest band - different colour.

CLEMENTINE
Fixed cross tie - different colour.

DENIS
Coloured front.

CALAIS
Seat piping. Coloured back. 

STRETCH-FIT

A A
A

D D D

C C C

B B B

F F F

E

C
A

B
D

F

EE E
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ACCESSORIESCHAIR COVERSACCESSORIESCHAIR COVERS

ORGANZA S
25 x 250 cm 

ORGANZA L
50 x 250 cm 

PLAIN TIE
Stretch

TWIST
Stretch

SASH
Stretch

BUTTERFLY
Stretch
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Cocktail table covers are the basic keys for a neat presentation at all sorts of events. Evento 
offers the best and most stylish presentation and conceptual decoration of cocktail tables. 
We offer stretch covers to obtain a modern futuristic look as well as other classic cocktail table 
cover options for a luxury look. Our stretch covers are offered with or without prints. 
As there are various types of cocktail tables, we provide tailor made covers that would enable 
perfect fit and the neat look for your events as well as standard covers that fit any type of 
cocktail table.

Evento provides a wide range of colours, fabric types and printing options to meet our 
clients’ specific decoration requirements.

TABLE  COVERSCOCKTAIL
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PRIME-FITCOCKTAIL

COMO
Plain with tie.

ROMA
Feet pockets with tie.

PALERMO
Square drop with tie.

NAPOLI
Plissé 180% with tie.

VERONA
Boxpleat 200% with tie.

SPIRIT PRIME
With feet pockets. With zipper.
Without elastan (non-stretch).
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COCKTAIL PRIME-FIT
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PRIME-FITCOCKTAIL

PARIS BOX
Plain.

PARIS PLEAT
4 pleats.

PARIS SPLIT
4 splits.

POMPEI
Wide accordion 200%.

SORRENTO
Boxpleat 200%.

TABLE CLOTH
Down to floor level.
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STRETCH-FITCOCKTAIL

SPIRIT STRETCH
With or without additional top cover.

SPIRIT WITH PIPING
Piping - different colour.

SCOTTY
Bottom centre pleat on 4 sides.

SWIRL
Swirl piping.

PRATO
Wrinkle skirting.

WAVE
Wave skirting.
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       Design your own cocktail table cover – perfectly fitted to your cocktail table.

 1)  Please mark the cocktail table which comes closest to your model.
 2)  Supply detailed measurements as requested below the drawing.
 3)  Send clear pictures of your cocktail table.
 4)  Select the requested design from page 18-22.
 5)  Select the requested fabric & colour(s) from our shade cards.
 6)  Mention requested quantity in order to provide best possible prices.

Type no. 1 Type no. 2 Type no. 3 Type no.4

COCKTAIL
PRODUCT  MANUAL
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Type no: 

 A) Diameter of the table top............................................................................................................................cm

 B) Height of the table..............................................................................................................................................cm

 C) Width / diameter of the feet.......................................................................................................................cm

 D) Depth of the feet.................................................................................................................................................cm

A A A A

B B B B

C C C C
D D D



SKIRTING
We offer you the best options for dressing up your tables to get an elegant style as well as an 
effective functioning for your events. Our stage and table skirtings are offered in 5 different 
pleat types; without pleat, Plissé, Accordion, Boxpleat and Diamond, all produced by automatic 
pleating machines. We also offer a Dual Height Skirting. All pleat types are available in any size 
and dimension. Our automated system guarantees a precise and neat look thus a professional 
image.

Evento also provides a wide range of colours and fabric types to meet our clients’ specific 
decoration requirements.

WITHOUT PLEAT             
100%

PLISSÉ
180%

ACCORDION
200%
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SKIRTING

BOXPLEAT             
250%

DIAMOND
250%

DUAL HEIGHT
250%
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SKIRTING
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Evento offers any kind of table clip, matching your requested table thickness. The clips are easy 
to use because of the velcro attachment. 
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1A
15 - 20 mm

1B
15 - 25 mm

1C
15 - 20 mm

1D
21 - 26 mm

1J
25 - 50 mm

1I
15 - 30 mm

3A
variable

3B
variable

3C
variable

4A
valance clip

SKIRTING HANGER
4 - 6 meter

SKIRTING HANGER
1 - 3 meter

VELCRO PADS
Self cleaving. 1000 pads / roll.

VELCRO ROLL
Self cleaving. 25 meter / roll.

ACCESSORIESTABLE CLIPS



TABLES
SOLUTIONS
Our table cover models offer a perfect way to dress up tables in an open area or in a meeting 
room. When a pleated cover is not preferred, our plain table covers are the best alternative. 
Evento can create several designs. 

Evento also provides a wide range of colours and fabric types to meet our clients’ specific 
decoration requirements.
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ROUND TABLES
SOLUTIONS

BOXPLEAT
250%

With stitched in top. Fitted to table size.

DIAMOND
250%

With stitched in top. Fitted to table size.

SLIP CLOTH
Table cloth diagonal drop with corners to floor.

SLIP CLOTH
30 cm drop.
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ROUND TABLES
SOLUTIONS
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ROUND TABLES
SOLUTIONS

PLISSÉ
180%

With stitched in top. Fitted to table size.

ACCORDION
200%

With stitched in top. Fitted to table size.

PARIS SPLIT
4 splits. Fitted to table size.

TABLE CLOTH
To floor level.

PARIS BOX
Box model. Fitted to table size.

PARIS PLEAT
4 pleats. Fitted to table size.
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PALMA
Table top in Senator. Sides in Stretch with feet pockets. Fitted to 
table size.

WAVE
With wave skirting. Fitted to table size.

CARNA
Table top in Stretch. Shirred pleat skirt in Senator with stitched in 
top. Fitted to table size.

LYON
With feet pockets. Fitted to table size.

ROUND TABLES
SOLUTIONS
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ROUND TABLES
SOLUTIONS
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PLISSÉ
180%

With stitched in top. Fitted to table size.

ACCORDION
200%

With stitched in top. Fitted to table size.

PARIS SPLIT
4 corner splits. Fitted to table size.

TABLE CLOTH
To floor level with rounded corners.

PARIS BOX
Box model. Fitted to table size.

PARIS PLEAT
4 corner pleats. Fitted to table size.

RECTANGULAR & SQUARE
TABLES
SOLUTIONS
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BOXPLEAT
250%

With stitched in top. Fitted to table size.

DIAMOND
250%

With stitched in top. Fitted to table size.

RECTANGULAR & SQUARE
TABLES
SOLUTIONS

SLIP CLOTH
30 cm drop.

SLIP CLOTH
30 cm drop.
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RECTANGULAR & SQUARE
TABLES
SOLUTIONS
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PALMA
Stretch cover with feet pockets. Table top in Senator. Fitted to 
table size. 

WAVE
With wave skirting. Fitted to table size.

CARNA
Table top in Stretch. Shirred pleat skirt in Senator with stitched in 
top. Fitted to table size.

LYON
With feet pockets. Fitted to table size.

RECTANGULAR & SQUARE
TABLES
SOLUTIONS
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RECTANGULAR & SQUARE
TABLES
SOLUTIONS
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        Design your own table cover - perfectly fitted to your table.

        1)     Please mark the table shape which is your model.
 2) Supply detailed measurements as requested below the drawing.
 3) Table height minus 1-2 cm = skirting height, in order for the table cover not to touch the  
  floor.
 4) Send clear pictures of your table.
 5) Select the requested design from page 28-37.
 6) Select the requested fabric & colour(s) from our shade cards.
 7) Mention requested quantity in order to provide best possible prices.

    Model: 

 A) Width of the table top..............................................................................................................................................cm

 B) Length / Diameter of the table top..................................................................................................................cm

 C) Height of the table......................................................................................................................................................cm

 D) Distance between the feet – measured from the length...................................................................cm

 E) Distance between the feet – measured from the width....................................................................cm

TABLE COVERS
PRODUCT  MANUAL

Rectangular 
Tables

Round
Tables

B

D
D

A
B

C

E E

C
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TABLE ACCESSORIESPLACE MATS
Evento’s place mats are available in many different varieties thanks to our custom-made 
production. We produce place mats with borders in matching colours, with cutlery pockets, 
diagonal finishing, however the client prefers.

Evento also provides a wide range of colours and fabric types to meet our clients’ specific 
decoration requirements.
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TABLE ACCESSORIESRUNNERS
Evento’s table runners are available in many different varieties thanks to our custom-made 
production. We produce runners with borders in matching colours, with cutlery pockets, diagonal 
finishing, however the client prefers.

Evento also provides a wide range of colours and fabric types to meet our clients’ specific 
decoration requirements.
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COVERSCONFERENCE

MONACO BOX
Sides folded to the back for 15 cm. Back drop 15 cm.

LYON 3 SIDED
Back drop 15 cm. With feet pockets.

MONACO SPLIT
Sides folded to the back for 15 cm. Back drop 15 cm.

MONACO PLEAT
Sides folded to the back for 15 cm. Back drop 15 cm.
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       Design your own conference cover – perfectly fitted to your table.

 1) Supply detailed measurements as requested below the drawing.
 2) Table height minus 1-2 cm = skirting height, in order for the table cover not to touch the  
  floor.
 3) Send clear pictures of your table.
 4) Select the requested design from page 42.
 5) Select the requested fabric & colour(s) from our shade cards.
 6) Mention requested quantity in order to provide best possible prices.

PRODUCT MANUAL
CONFERENCE

B

D

A

E

C
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     Model: 

 A) Width of the table top..............................................................................................................................................cm

 B) Length of the table top............................................................................................................................................cm

 C) Height of the table......................................................................................................................................................cm

 D) Distance between the feet – measured from the length...................................................................cm

 E) Distance between the feet – measured from the width....................................................................cm

Conference clothes and covers are the most demonstrative detail to complete a corporate event. 
Evento Textiles offers a wide range of colours and fabrics as well as customised production 
options so that any conceptual requirement of our clients is met. We offer various print and 
embroidery options to be able to personalise our clients’ events. 



PERSONALISED COVERS
Customise your product with embroidery or prints.

Embroidery is common at conference events. We can embroider logos up to 60 cm in size with 

a washing guarantee.

EMBROIDERY
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PERSONALISED COVERS

LOGO PRINT

ALL-OVER PRINT

Logos and all-over prints can be applied using the dye sublimation method, which provides a 

washing guarantee and stretches along with the fabric. Any all-over design, logo or high-resolution 

image can be printed on the product.
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COVERSBEER SET

PRIME-FIT STRETCH-FIT
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The perfect way to decorate or to cover up the beer tables! 

Models are available in a wide range of colours and fabric types; as well as different designs.

Our standard model is 220 x 50 x 70 cm (table) and 220 x 25 x 50 cm (bench), but any size can be 
produced thanks to our custom-made production.
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COVERSTROLLEY 
The perfect solution to cover up the cold appearance of the restaurant & room service trolleys. 

Evento Textiles offers a wide range of colours, fabrics, designs as well as customised production 
options so that any conceptual requirement of our clients is met. We offer various print and 
embroidery options.

WAVE
Suitable to use with closed and open folding flaps. With wave 
skirting. without additional top cover.

PARIS SPLIT
Select model for open or closed folding flaps. 4 splits. With or 
without additional top cover.
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COVERSCOVERS PROTECTIONPROTECTION
Evento’s fabric moulton and PVC table protector are the perfect solution to create an anti-slip 
environment for your table cloths and to sound proof the table. 

Our fabric moulton covers are produced custom-made according to the exact table top size with 
an elastic fitting on the bottom. This way the cover is very easy in usage and laundry. Thanks to 
the large width of 220 cm we don’t need to make any mid seam for larger sized tables.

Our PVC table protector is used for the top side of your table and can be supplied on cut size 
customised to your table size or ready on roll (with a maximum width of 140 cm).

Evento’s furniture protectors produced from “Transport Moulton” are designed and produced for 
storing and transporting your furniture. This way your furniture will not get damaged that quickly 
and it covers the item for dirt or liquids. There are no limitations to the type of product that can 
be covered thanks to our custom-made production.

MOULTON COVER
With elastic. Fitted to table top.

PVC TABLE PROTECTOR
Cut to table top.

PVC TABLE PROTECTOR
With elastic. Fitted to table top. 

CHAIR PROTECTOR CHAIR PROTECTOR
Pull over. With velcro. Suitable for 10 chairs. Pull over.  Suitable for folding chairs.

BUFFET PROTECTOR
With velcro.

TABLE PROTECTOR
With elastic.
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COVERSBED
Evento’s bed covering include boxspring covers, bed runners, bed covers and decorative pillow 

covers. All these products can be produced with or without a decorative frame in a matching 

colour. The most common fabric to be used for these covers is Senator Double Sided because of 

its thick and heavy appearance.  
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COVERSBED
Evento also provides a wide range of colours and fabric types to meet our clients’ specific 

decoration requirements.
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Tel: +90 242 323 86 01Tel: +90 242 323 86 01
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